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• Database of over 10,000 corporate climate 
commitments: SBTs, Net Zero, Carbon Neutral

• Historic & forecast emissions: Scope 1, 2, and 3

• Voluntary carbon credit demand forecasts

Carbon credit prices 

• Weekly / monthly prices by transaction type

• Price tracking across indices, project types, 
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• AI-driven carbon credit price calculator
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• Historic issuances by type, vintage, standard

• Performance metrics
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• Issuance forecasts

• Carbon credit demand forecasts

• Forecasts for reduction and removal credits
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Introduction & methodology
1. Introduction & methodology

The claims that companies make about their climate commitments have come under 
increasing scrutiny in recent years, linked to the proliferation in initiatives seeking to 
increase the transparency and robustness of corporate climate goals.

Questions remain around how to define what carbon/climate neutral or net zero 
really mean, when carbon credits should be used and how companies should report 
their intentions and actions. Meanwhile, the answers to questions such as ‘what is a 
high quality credit?’ are often unclear or subject to conflicting views.

In this monthly report we monitor the latest developments from initiatives around 
the world and summarise the latest guidance on how companies should set and 
achieve their climate targets. 

In total, we monitor the activities of over 170 initiatives and organisations. The most 
high profile of these include the Taskforce on Scaling Voluntary Carbon Markets 
(TSVCM), Voluntary Carbon Market Integrity Initiative (VCMII) and the Science Based 
Targets initiative (SBTi).

These initiatives focus on four main areas:

A. Investors / financial institutions – a wide range of investor groups are calling for 
a more robust and quicker corporate response to climate change.

B. Companies – split into initiatives focusing on corporate claims, targets and 
reduction pathways, use of carbon credits, and accounting / reporting issues.

C. Supply Side – frequently focus on ensuring or increasing the quality of carbon 
credits, and ensuring strong market governance and infrastructure.

D. Public Policy – governments and regulators are increasingly concerned about 
claims companies are making on climate change.
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Key developments and actions from January

January saw a number of updates related to the World Economic Forum’s (WEF) Annual Meeting. While these were generally positive announcements, 
nearly half of the guidance areas saw decreases in consensus, some significant, owing to developments elsewhere. Concerns were raised about the ambition 
of investors in their engagement at AGMs and of corporate transition plans. Several developments lead to a major decrease in consensus on credit quality.

2. Guidance summary

Key action points for readers:
1. Several consultations are closing in February from Gold Standard (digital MRV), Plan Vivo (biodiversity credits), and the 
Transition Plan Taskforce (transition plan disclosures). Interested parties should respond where these align with their priorities.
2. All market participants should be prepared for the expected publication of the ICVCM’s Core Carbon Principles in March, as 
there may be major changes from the draft version and the ICVCM is proposing a swift timeline to implement by 3Q23.
3. Insurers and asset managers should review the target-setting protocols launched by the relevant net zero alliances.
4. For a discussion of current developments in carbon markets in South America from Trove and our panel of invited speakers, 
watch Trove’s recent ‘South American Carbon Markets’ webinar: here. 

A. Investors B. Companies C. Supply side D. Public policy

The monthly consensus rating is based on our assessment of the 
strength of consensus among all stakeholders on key issues and the 
clarity of published guidance that exists within each area. 
Ratings are referenced on a relative scale, where the highest quartile 
indicates all major stakeholders broadly align on the key issues, and the 
published guidance is clear and varies little. 

The medium to high quartile indicates agreement is emerging on the kye 
issues, but they remain under discussion. The medium to low quartile 
indicates differing views are still being put forward – but updates are 
now starting to show the potential for convergence on key issues.
The lowest quartile indicates starkly differing views exist between key 
stakeholder groups, with little agreement on the way forward.
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2. Guidance summary

A. Investors & financial institutions B. Companies C. Supply-Side D. Public Policy
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January’s updates 
in numbers:

# of updates: 81

By Trove priority:
• High: 11
• Medium: 25
• Low: 45

# of organisations: 39

Most active:

• WEF: 12
• Verra: 6
• ART: 4
• NRDC: 4
• WMB: 4
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Summary of who published new guidance updates in January
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Key consultations
2. Guidance summary
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Geography Organisation Consultation title Opening date Closing date Description

Global
Views sought on Governance of MRV Methodologies 
and Digital Infrastructure as Public Goods in the 
Carbon Market

26 January 25 February
Opportunity to comment on a framework to improve transparency, enable more open dialogue and increase 
efficiency when developing carbon market methodologies. Based on 'open source' approaches from other digital 
sectors, the framework aims to lower transaction costs and speed up issuances. Estimated release date: 4Q23

UK The Transition Plan Taskforce Disclosure Framework 11 November 
2022

28 February
Chance to provide feedback on a draft regulation for climate transition plans to be disclosed every three years, 
with progress reported in annual financial reports. Disclosing transition plans could promote action through both 
their implementation and increased investor engagement. Expected release date: by 3Q23.

Global Scope 3 Standard and Scope 3 Calculation Guidance 
Survey Memo

28 November 
2022 14 March

Opportunity to provide feedback on whether updates are needed for the Corporate Value Chain Scope 3 
Standard. Issues include: i) updates to the calculation guidance, ii) changes to calculation methods, and iii) 
guidance for implementing the tool. Expected release date: 2Q23.

Global Scope 2 Guidance Survey Memo 28 November 
2022 14 March

Opportunity to input into the GHG Protocol's stakeholder process for evaluating changes to Scope 2 guidance in 
light of recent regulatory and grid-based technology developments. Requests feedback on whether accounting 
methods should be updated and whether additional resources are needed. Expected release date: 2Q23.

Global Market-based Accounting Approaches Survey Memo 28 November 
2022

14 March
Opportunity to submit proposals on how the GHG Protocol should permit market-based accounting methods 
across all emission scopes. Proposed instruments include i) project-based crediting (both offset and inset credits), 
ii) supply side interventions, and iii) certification/chain-of-custody models. Expected release date: 2Q23.

Global Corporate Standard Survey Memo 28 November 
2022 14 March

Opportunity to provide feedback on the GHG Protocol's Corporate Accounting and Reporting Standard. 
Respondents are invited to propose changes regarding changes to organisational and operational boundaries, 
emissions tracking over time, and verification/assurance. Expected release date: 2Q23.

Global Biodiversity Standard (PV Nature) Public Consultation 30 January 28 February
Chance to comment on Plan Vivo's planned Biodiversity Standard. This will create standalone biodiversity credits 
to incentivise landowners and communities to conserve and restore habitats, with no link to carbon credits. The 
consultation follows seven pilots to show proof-of-concept and project quality. Expected release date: 2Q23.

New 
Zealand

Assurance Engagements over GHG Emissions 
Disclosures

16 December 
2022

24 March
Opportunity to submit comments on draft assurance standards for emission disclosures in New Zealand. Such 
disclosures must be audited. The provisions aim to prevent material misstatements by reporting entities. The 
standard will apply for reporting periods ending on or after 27 October 2024. Expected release date: 2H22.

Europe
Consultation Paper on the review of the methodology 
included in the Guidelines on stress test scenarios 
under the MMF Regulation

31 January 28 April
Opportunity to provide feedback on how stress-testing exercises are designed. The ESMA is considering not 
including a climate risk scenario in its stress tests because other financial intermediaries with greater exposure to 
climate risks are already carrying out climate scenario analysis. Expected release date: 4Q23.

Further coverage and live updates of open consultations can be found here on the Trove Intelligence platform under Policy & Guidance > Consultation Tracker

Open consultations: Gold Standard and Plan Vivo’s new consultations both close at the end of February.

https://www.goldstandard.org/blog-item/views-sought-governance-mrv-methodologies-and-digital-infrastructure-public-goods-carbon
https://www.goldstandard.org/blog-item/views-sought-governance-mrv-methodologies-and-digital-infrastructure-public-goods-carbon
https://www.goldstandard.org/blog-item/views-sought-governance-mrv-methodologies-and-digital-infrastructure-public-goods-carbon
https://transitiontaskforce.net/wp-content/uploads/2022/11/TPT-Disclosure-Framework.pdf
https://ghgprotocol.org/sites/default/files/Scope%203%20Survey%20Memo.pdf
https://ghgprotocol.org/sites/default/files/Scope%203%20Survey%20Memo.pdf
https://ghgprotocol.org/sites/default/files/Scope%202%20Survey%20Memo.pdf
https://ghgprotocol.org/sites/default/files/Market-based%20accounting%20Survey%20Memo.pdf
https://ghgprotocol.org/sites/default/files/Corporate%20Standard%20Survey%20Memo.pdf
https://www.planvivo.org/biodiversity-standard-public-consultation
https://www.xrb.govt.nz/dmsdocument/4772
https://www.xrb.govt.nz/dmsdocument/4772
https://www.esma.europa.eu/press-news/consultations/consultation-paper-review-methodology-included-guidelines-stress-test
https://www.esma.europa.eu/press-news/consultations/consultation-paper-review-methodology-included-guidelines-stress-test
https://www.esma.europa.eu/press-news/consultations/consultation-paper-review-methodology-included-guidelines-stress-test
https://trove-research.com/trove-intelligence-platform/policy-and-guidance/consultation-tracker/


Stakeholder Response Stance on issues raised by the Guardian Proposed solutions

Link
Research cited uses synthetic controls that do not incorporate local drivers of deforestation; 
moreover, key conclusions from the research that supported REDD+ were omitted.

Publishing a consolidated REDD+ methodology in 3Q23 and transitioning to 
dynamic and jurisdictional baselines.

Link
Voluntary markets are the best way to change the economic drivers of deforestation where 
government and philanthropy have failed. Buyer trust in integrity is crucial.

Core Carbon Principles (CCP) label for credits that meet its threshold for 
high-integrity. Assesses additionality, permanence, and leakage of REDD+.

Link
Standards should be improved. Investment in credits should not slow down in the meantime. 
Coordination of supply-side firms and other stakeholders shows consensus on this. 

Technology is advanced enough for buyers to independently assess the 
quality of carbon credits, and companies are advised to do so.

Link
Jurisdictional baselines can address the risk of over-issuing. The Tropical Forest Credit 
Integrity Guide promotes Jurisdictional REDD+ for addressing leakage / inaccurate baselines. 

Recommends companies seek advance purchase agreements for credits 
from jurisdictional projects, or those fully nested within one.

3. Thematic spotlight
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Thematic spotlight: 
The Guardian’s criticism of avoided deforestation (REDD+) credits

State of play: A recent article by the UK newspaper, the Guardian, (and related articles by De Zeit and SourceMaterial) alleged that more than 90% of avoided deforestation credits issued by Verra are 
“worthless” due to their use of over-inflated emission baselines, which results in more credits being issued by projects than CO2 avoided. The article also goes on to criticise companies using these credits 
to compensate for emissions. The Guardian article primarily references three academic papers: West et al. (2020), Guizar-Coutino et al. (2022), and West et al. (2023, pre-print).

Concerns over REDD+ baselines are not new, but the article has generated a huge amount of interest. Questions have been raised that the article may misrepresent the research it quotes, and that the 
methods used in that research are less robust or less relevant to tropical forests. Numerous organisations have commented on the topic, including:

Trove analysis

• Carbon credits should be scrutinised, but this must be well informed. Whilst well-intentioned, there is a risk that the Guardian article could reduce the level of interest in project-based REDD+ and lead 
buyers to question the quality and value of these credits. REDD+ traded volumes and prices have already fallen materially since the article was published, as shown in Trove’s latest weekly pricing 
report (found here). What is missing from the Guardian's article is the value that the capital from the sale of credits brings to projects on the ground, irrespective of the volume of credits sold.

• The risks in estimating emission reductions from REDD+ projects are well-known. Revisions to existing methodologies may move slowly, but registries are now adapting their standards to align with 
better scientific understanding, technical innovations, and developments in forest policy. The use of jurisdictional baselines will also help mitigate some of REDD+’s challenges. Updated methodologies 
could, and arguably should, challenge older vintages of REDD+ credits, which may no longer be seen as high integrity. In 2022 an increasing share of expenditure was invested in new projects, rather 
than buying older, often cheaper, credits.

• The Guardian’s argument that companies that have made offsetting claims based on overestimated credits will increase emissions is contentious as there is little evidence to support this assertion. 
Companies making credible, independently-verified carbon-neutral claims using standards such as the CarbonNeutral Protocol and BSI’s PAS 2060 must also set an emissions reduction strategy. 
Revisions to the CarbonNeutral Protocol covered elsewhere in this month’s report strengthen requirements on this front.

• Likewise, many companies purchasing credits have already set emission reduction pathways that have been validated by the Science Based Targets initiative. Carbon credits are primarily used by 
companies to voluntarily go beyond efforts to reduce emissions rather than to meet compliance obligations. 

*coalition includes EDF, WWF, Conservation International, COICA, the Nature Conservancy, WRI, IPAM Amazonia, and the WCS

50+ orgs

https://verra.org/verra-response-guardian-rainforest-carbon-offsets/
https://verra.org/consolidated-redd-methodology-ensures-integrity-of-forest-conservation-credits/
https://icvcm.org/why-high-integrity-carbon-credits-are-critical-to-forest-conservation/
https://www.sylvera.com/blog/carbon-markets-stakeholders-open-letter
https://tfciguide.org/wp-content/uploads/2023/02/Guide-2023-EN-fin.pdf
https://www.theguardian.com/environment/2023/jan/18/revealed-forest-carbon-offsets-biggest-provider-worthless-verra-aoe
https://www.zeit.de/wirtschaft/2023-01/co2-certificates-fraud-emissions-trading-climate-protection-english/komplettansicht?utm_referrer=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.google.com%2F
https://www.source-material.org/vercompanies-carbon-offsetting-claims-inflated-methodologies-flawed/
https://www.pnas.org/doi/10.1073/pnas.2004334117
https://conbio.onlinelibrary.wiley.com/doi/full/10.1111/cobi.13970
https://arxiv.org/abs/2301.03354
https://trove-research.com/trove-intelligence-platform/carbon-cedit-prices
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Commitments by financial institutions: analysis

Mar Apr May Jun Jul Aug Sep Oct Nov Dec Jan Feb

• The third edition of the Net-Zero Asset Owner Alliance (NZAOA)’ Target Setting Protocol 
enables asset owners to set targets for a larger share of their financed emissions. Yet, a 
lack of data for the recently-added asset classes could undermine the intent.

• NZAOA members are still not required to set Scope 3 targets, which is concerning given 
Scope 3 accounts for most of investors’ emissions.

• The NZAOA’s decision to prohibit the use of credits towards 2030 targets, while still urging 
its members and their investees to offset unabated emissions, reflects broader consensus, 
including in guidance from the Oxford Net Zero, SBTi, and Race to Zero. 

• However, providing another way to give ‘recognition’ for early-stage investment in 
removals, perhaps even when this takes the form of credits, may be important to 
incentivise the investment in quickly scaling up removals to reach net zero by 2050. 

• The Net-Zero Insurance Alliance’s (NZIA) first Target Setting Protocol provides insurers 
with tangible guidelines for reaching net zero. NZIA members must now commit to 
reducing 2019 emissions by at least 34% by 2030. Reclaim Finance and others have 
criticised this target for overshooting the IPCC’s 1.5°C carbon budget. 

• Reclaim Finance also identified loopholes in NZIA’s new guidance that will allow insurers to 
insure fossil fuel expansion, engage fossil fuel companies rather than exclude them from 
insurance portfolios, and avoid setting targets for Scope 3 emissions. Reclaim Finance did, 
however, support the exclusion of carbon removal finance from target-setting.

Protocols released in January should improve target-setting among financial institutions, particularly the release of a first protocol for insurers. However, the 
reaction from civil society indicates disagreement over whether they are sufficiently ambitious. Continued agreement that credits should not be used towards 2030 
targets also contributes to a slight increase in consensus, tempered by concern that it cuts off a path for early-stage funding for carbon removal technologies.

Trove analysis:Key updates this month published by:

Slight increase consensus this month
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4Ai. Investors - financial institution commitments



Commitments by financial institutions: updates (I/II)
4Ai. Investors - financial institution commitments

The Trove Priority Rating (Low, Medium, High) is based on an assessment of: potential for impact, significance of 
change, novelty, profile of organisation and urgency. Priority is assigned relative to the guidance area in question.
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Organisation Date Update Type Title Target 
Audience Summary Trove 

Priority

17-Jan-23 Report Net-Zero Insurance Alliance Target-
Setting Protocol Version 1.0 Investors

Publishes the first framework for insurers to implement their net zero 
commitments. The protocol prohibits counting carbon reduction credits 
towards emission targets but maintains that removal credits are key to 
achieving net zero. The next version of the protocol will better address 
activities financed via carbon credits.

High

17-Jan-23 Report Throwing Fuel on the Fire: GFANZ 
financing of fossil fuel expansion

Companies; 
Investors

Reports that few members of the Glasgow Financial Alliance for Net Zero 
have adopted robust policies to meaningfully restrict investment in oil and 
gas, particularly reducing investment in expansion. Argues that the 
financial sector net zero alliances are failing to positively influence the 
behaviour of their members.

Medium

18-Jan-23 Comment
Net Zero Insurance Alliance’s Target-
Setting Protocol is a frustrating step 
backwards

Companies; 
Investors

Criticises the Net Zero Insurance Alliance for setting unambitious emission 
reduction targets (34% by 2030) and not providing meaningful guidance 
on restricting support for fossil fuels. However, welcomes the Protocol's 
requirement to use absolute emissions for target-setting, rather than 
intensity metrics or carbon credits.

Medium

https://www.unepfi.org/wordpress/wp-content/uploads/2023/01/NZIA-Target-Setting-Protocol-Version-1.0.pdf
https://www.unepfi.org/wordpress/wp-content/uploads/2023/01/NZIA-Target-Setting-Protocol-Version-1.0.pdf
https://reclaimfinance.org/site/wp-content/uploads/2023/01/Throwing-fuel-on-the-fire-GFANZ-financing-of-fossil-fuel-expansion.pdf
https://reclaimfinance.org/site/wp-content/uploads/2023/01/Throwing-fuel-on-the-fire-GFANZ-financing-of-fossil-fuel-expansion.pdf
https://reclaimfinance.org/site/en/2023/01/18/net-zero-insurance-alliances-target-setting-protocol-is-a-frustrating-step-backwards/
https://reclaimfinance.org/site/en/2023/01/18/net-zero-insurance-alliances-target-setting-protocol-is-a-frustrating-step-backwards/
https://reclaimfinance.org/site/en/2023/01/18/net-zero-insurance-alliances-target-setting-protocol-is-a-frustrating-step-backwards/


Commitments by financial institutions: updates (II/II)
4Ai. Investors - financial institution commitments

The Trove Priority Rating (Low, Medium, High) is based on an assessment of: potential for impact, significance of 
change, novelty, profile of organisation and urgency. Priority is assigned relative to the guidance area in question.
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Organisation Date Update Type Title Target 
Audience Summary Trove 

Priority

18-Jan-23 Comment Response to ESAs’ Call for Evidence on 
Greenwashing Investors

Argues for stronger regulation of entity-level claims to reduce the risk of 
investors misleading stakeholders about their full climate impact. 
Contends that the most significant risks occur when investors make net 
zero commitments but continue investing in fossil fuels and companies 
that contribute to deforestation.

Low

18-Jan-23 Report SBTi Financial Sector and TCFD Reporting 
Guidance Investors

Outlines complementary relationship between climate-related disclosures 
and target setting for financial institutions. Integrating these approaches 
can improve their effectiveness when engaging with investees. The SBTi 
recommends that financial institutions consolidate data shared between 
the frameworks, such as emissions and climate risks/opportunities.

Low

30-Jan-23 Report Target Setting Protocol: Third Edition All

Raises the expectations for members to prioritise short-term 
decarbonisation targets that align with 2050 net zero goals and reduce 
real economy emissions. Expanded methodological coverage allows 
members to account for emissions in new asset classes. Investing in 
carbon removals is encouraged, but credits cannot count towards targets.

High

https://reclaimfinance.org/site/wp-content/uploads/2023/01/ESAs-joint-call-for-evidence-on-greenwashing-Reclaim-Finance-response-VF.pdf
https://reclaimfinance.org/site/wp-content/uploads/2023/01/ESAs-joint-call-for-evidence-on-greenwashing-Reclaim-Finance-response-VF.pdf
https://sciencebasedtargets.org/resources/files/SBTi-TCFD-reporting-guidance.pdf
https://sciencebasedtargets.org/resources/files/SBTi-TCFD-reporting-guidance.pdf
https://www.unepfi.org/wordpress/wp-content/uploads/2023/01/AOA-Target-Setting-Protocol-Third-edition.pdf
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Trove analysis:Key updates this month published by:

Trove consensus rating:
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Investor pressure for climate action: analysis

Mar Apr May Jun Jul Aug Sep Oct Nov Dec Jan Feb

• Climate Votes criticised members of the Net-Zero Asset Owner Alliance who have not 
increased their support for climate-related shareholder proposals since joining, unlike 
members of the Principles for Responsible Investment.

• Climate Votes also analysed disclosure of engagement strategies and fossil fuel investment 
policies. Low transparency of escalation plans and poor accountability for proxy voting 
make it difficult to assess asset owners’ voting behaviour against their commitments.

• On the same issue, ShareAction noted poor performance by three major US asset 
managers: BlackRock, State Street, and Vanguard. In 2022, all were part of the Net-Zero 
Asset Managers initiative, which elevated the importance of corporate climate 
engagement within its latest target-setting protocol.

• The voting behaviour of these firms could signal to the market that climate-related 
financial risks are not as much a priority as net zero alliances would indicate.

• Several resolutions calling for large oil and gas companies to set Paris-aligned emission 
reduction targets would have passed with support from those asset managers. Backing 
these resolutions would be a way for asset owners to start to align their portfolio 
emissions with sectoral targets.

• Evidence suggests that investors may not want to vote to ask fossil fuel companies to set 
Paris-aligned targets. Their reluctance could be influenced by these companies’ record 
profits, caused by high oil and gas prices linked to Russia’s invasion of Ukraine.

Updates this month focused heavily on investors’ voting behaviour at AGMs and indicated a lack of confidence in whether investors are willing to go beyond soft 
engagement. The seeming inconsistencies between investors' corporate engagement strategies and their climate commitments chip away at the consensus that 
voting on climate-related issues is an important investor pressure tactic.

Trove analysis:Key updates this month published by:

Decrease in consensus this month
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4Aii. Investors – pressure for climate action



Investor pressure for climate action: updates
4Aii. Investors – pressure for climate action

The Trove Priority Rating (Low, Medium, High) is based on an assessment of: potential for impact, significance of 
change, novelty, profile of organisation and urgency. Priority is assigned relative to the guidance area in question.
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Organisation Date Update Type Title Target 
Audience Summary Trove 

Priority

05-Jan-23 Comment Why we’re supporting a climate 
resolution at Glencore All

Criticises Glencore, the world’s largest coal trader, for plans to expand 
production despite declaring support for the Paris Agreement. In 
collaboration with the Australasian Centre for Corporate Responsibility 
(ACCR), ShareAction has submitted a shareholder resolution for the next 
AGM asking how its plans align with a 1.5°C goal.

Low

17-Jan-23 Report
World’s largest asset managers block 
progress on environmental and social 
issues

Companies; 
Investors

Publishes analysis of voting at last year's AGMs, noting a decrease in 
support for climate resolutions from the 'big four' asset managers. 
Members of the Net Zero Asset Managers' Initiative backed only 2% more 
climate resolutions than non-members, but members of CA100+ were 
more ambitious than the average.

High

17-Jan-23 Report

Sustainable Markets Initiative’s Asset 
Manager and Asset Owner Task Force 
Builds Momentum for Industry Leading 
Transition Categorisation Framework To 
Mobilize Investment Capital

Companies; 
Investors

Proposes standards for assessing the Paris alignment of transitional assets. 
The categories are: transitioning, committing, enabling, or phasing out. 
The framework can help guide investments into companies with credible 
net zero pathways and avoid assets becoming 'stranded' by the transition.

Medium

26-Jan-23 Report

Net-Zero Asset Owner Alliance: Evidence 
on the Paris Alignment of Members’ 
Disclosure, Proxy Voting, and Fossil Fuel 
Bond Investing

Companies; 
Investors

Analyses the voting behaviour of Net-Zero Asset Owner Alliance members. 
The report suggests that joining the Alliance did not lead to asset owners 
increasing support for climate resolutions during 2022 AGMs, despite 
corporate engagement taking a more central role in the Alliance's second 
target-setting protocol.

High

Climate Votes

https://shareaction.org/news/why-were-supporting-a-climate-resolution-at-glencore
https://shareaction.org/news/why-were-supporting-a-climate-resolution-at-glencore
https://shareaction.org/news/worlds-largest-asset-managers-block-progress-on-environmental-and-social-issues
https://shareaction.org/news/worlds-largest-asset-managers-block-progress-on-environmental-and-social-issues
https://shareaction.org/news/worlds-largest-asset-managers-block-progress-on-environmental-and-social-issues
https://a.storyblok.com/f/109506/x/6675975ef4/smi-transition-categorisation-framework.pdf
https://a.storyblok.com/f/109506/x/6675975ef4/smi-transition-categorisation-framework.pdf
https://a.storyblok.com/f/109506/x/6675975ef4/smi-transition-categorisation-framework.pdf
https://a.storyblok.com/f/109506/x/6675975ef4/smi-transition-categorisation-framework.pdf
https://a.storyblok.com/f/109506/x/6675975ef4/smi-transition-categorisation-framework.pdf
https://www.climate-votes.org/wp-content/uploads/2023/01/Climate-Votes_NZAOA-Evidence-on-the-Paris-Alighment-of-Members_FULL-REPORT.pdf
https://www.climate-votes.org/wp-content/uploads/2023/01/Climate-Votes_NZAOA-Evidence-on-the-Paris-Alighment-of-Members_FULL-REPORT.pdf
https://www.climate-votes.org/wp-content/uploads/2023/01/Climate-Votes_NZAOA-Evidence-on-the-Paris-Alighment-of-Members_FULL-REPORT.pdf
https://www.climate-votes.org/wp-content/uploads/2023/01/Climate-Votes_NZAOA-Evidence-on-the-Paris-Alighment-of-Members_FULL-REPORT.pdf
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• The updated CarbonNeutral Protocol reflects increased scrutiny of corporate carbon 
neutrality claims, and the need to demonstrate how claiming carbon neutrality today 
supports a long-term pathway towards net zero.

• Strengthened transparency requirements may help to demonstrate how claiming carbon 
neutrality today complements a long-term net zero strategy.

• Companies emitting 100,000 tCO2e or more must have verified internal reduction 
strategies and/or targets, the threshold decreasing annually by 10,000 tCO2e from 2024. 
However, the revised protocol does not require companies to demonstrate the 
achievement of emission reductions. This is less strict than the BSI’s PAS2060 standard, 
which requires emission reductions to be achieved in the time period being assessed.

• The International Organization for Standardization’s new standard for achieving ‘net zero 
energy’, endorsed by the Natural Resources Defense Council, can act as an interim goal 
for companies on the journey towards an overall ‘net zero’ target. Providing standardised 
metrics will improve the transparency of a ‘net zero energy’ claim.

• Ecosystem Marketplace reports that regulatory pressure and reputational risks have led 
more companies to include biodiversity impacts in their anti-deforestation commitments. 
More frameworks and standards for companies to measure and set targets to reduce 
biodiversity loss in their supply chains will be released in 2023 and beyond.

• Alignment between the corporate accountability ‘system’ for climate and this emerging 
parallel system for nature targets will be vital for the effectiveness of both.

4Bi. Companies – Commitments & targets
Corporate claims and commitments: analysis

New or updated standards could make corporate claims on near-term action more transparent and strengthen accountability on interim goals. However, the 
CarbonNeutral Protocol still falls short of PAS2060 on requiring emission reductions for carbon neutral claims. Overall, there is a minor increase in consensus.

Minor increase in consensus in the last month
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Organisation Date Update Type Title Target 
Audience Summary Trove 

Priority

05-Jan-23 Comment Targeting Net-Zero Emissions Companies; 
Investors

Introduces the new ISO/PAS 50010 standard for defining 'net zero energy' 
as a contributor to reaching 'net zero carbon'. Argues that 50010 can 
catalyse efforts towards emission reductions by standardising climate 
targets for each type of organisation, such as a region or utility.

Medium

10-Jan-23 Press Release What business needs to know about 
taking climate action in 2023 All

Anticipates that companies will accelerate climate action and efforts to 
align with net zero in 2023. Recommends that these efforts should include 
developing climate transition action plans and follow future guidance on 
investing in high-quality nature-based carbon credits when released.

Low

10-Jan-23 Report
2023 CarbonNeutral Protocol Released, 
Strengthening Guidance Around Climate 
Action Claims

All

Publishes the annual update of the highest-profile carbon neutral 
certification globally, aiming to improve transparency and encourage 
internal emission reductions. Updated requirements include disclosing an 
externally-audited carbon footprint and the use of carbon credits, and 
publishing a verified internal reduction strategy (for companies emitting 
over 100,000 tCO2/year).

High

12-Jan-23 Press Release Net-Zero Buildings: Global CEOs Pledge 
50% Cut in Real Estate Emissions by 2030 All

Announces the commitment from the CEOs of major real estate and other 
firms to halve buildings-related emissions by 2030 and reach net zero by 
2050. Highlights that while real estate significantly contributes to global 
emissions, it is insufficiently covered by decarbonisation strategies. An 
action plan from the World Economic Forum will support pledges.

Low

https://www.nrdc.org/experts/david-b-goldstein/targeting-net-zero-emissions
https://www.wemeanbusinesscoalition.org/blog/what-business-needs-to-know-about-taking-climate-action-in-2023/
https://www.wemeanbusinesscoalition.org/blog/what-business-needs-to-know-about-taking-climate-action-in-2023/
https://www.carbonneutral.com/news/2023-carbonneutral-protocol-released-strengthening-guidance-around-climate-action-claims
https://www.carbonneutral.com/news/2023-carbonneutral-protocol-released-strengthening-guidance-around-climate-action-claims
https://www.carbonneutral.com/news/2023-carbonneutral-protocol-released-strengthening-guidance-around-climate-action-claims
https://www.weforum.org/press/2023/01/net-zero-buildings-global-ceos-pledge-50-cut-in-real-estate-emissions-by-2030-f402a9ad24/
https://www.weforum.org/press/2023/01/net-zero-buildings-global-ceos-pledge-50-cut-in-real-estate-emissions-by-2030-f402a9ad24/
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13-Jan-23 Comment Corporate Minds on Climate Action All

Launches a new report with Conservation International on the readiness 
of businesses to act rapidly on climate change. Findings show that 89% of 
businesses surveyed said that carbon credits are important to compensate 
for hard-to-abate emissions, but 82% are concerned about how to speed 
up their decarbonisation pathways.

Low

17-Jan-23 Report Financial innovation for SME net zero 
transition: Role of banks and buyers

Companies; 
Investors

Reports on early progress to develop tools for smaller entities to 
overcome difficulties in transitioning to net zero. These include i) a climate 
readiness self-assessment, ii) a centralised ESG data repository, iii) an 
interactive net zero roadmap, and iv) a marketplace of service providers.

Low

30-Jan-23 Comment Companies Increase Ambition to Protect 
Biodiversity from Deforestation All

Comments on the latest 'Supply Change' report that found that more 
corporate commitments now reference biodiversity protection and 
incorporate biodiversity-specific goals into deforestation targets. Suggests 
that companies that rely on deforestation-linked commodities are now 
more motivated to mitigate the reputational, regulatory and 
divestment/access-to-capital risks.

Medium

https://www.wemeanbusinesscoalition.org/wp-content/uploads/2023/01/Corporate-Minds-On-Climate-Action-Report.pdf
https://www.wemeanbusinesscoalition.org/blog/financial-innovation-for-sme-net-zero-transition-role-of-banks-and-buyers/
https://www.wemeanbusinesscoalition.org/blog/financial-innovation-for-sme-net-zero-transition-role-of-banks-and-buyers/
https://www.ecosystemmarketplace.com/articles/companies-increase-ambition-to-protect-biodiversity-from-deforestation/
https://www.ecosystemmarketplace.com/articles/companies-increase-ambition-to-protect-biodiversity-from-deforestation/
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• The Science Based Targets initiative’s (SBTi) oil and gas (O&G) expert advisory group (EAG) 
suggested that sectoral guidance for target-setting should require downstream companies 
(petrol stations/fuel distribution) to set demand-side absolute emission targets.

• This would increase accountability by eliminating the flexibility of intensity-based targets, 
given the economic incentives of fuel distribution. Downstream companies may look to 
meet targets through consumer behaviour change. The EAG also suggested that the SBTi 
recommends a progress indicator for targets to increase transparency and comparability.

• The EAG suggest that the guidance should have criteria on ending investment in new fossil 
fuel capacity and phasing down existing/planned assets. Criteria for these areas will be 
probably be included in the SBTi’s net zero standard for financial institutions, but the SBTi 
would have to decide to also add them to the oil and gas sector guidance.

• New CDP analysis reveals that few corporate climate transition plans meet all its criteria 
for credible plans. Notably, EU-based companies will need to improve their plans for the 
Corporate Sustainability Due Diligence Directive, which will require plans to demonstrate 
alignment with a 1.5°C pathway. The Directive will come into force in early 2024.

• The World Economic Forum suggests that upstream companies in sectors such as plastics, 
chemicals and steel should shape their strategies to take advantage of high future demand 
for green materials, as corporate net zero targets will likely lead to ‘green premiums’. Early 
movers can capitalise on companies’ need to reduce Scope 3 emissions by producing low-
carbon materials to meet this demand while reducing their own internal emissions.

4Bii. Companies – Mitigation pathways & targets
Mitigation pathways & targets: analysis

The disclosure of credible climate transition plans remains slow, contributing to a slight decrease in consensus. Recommendations provided to the SBTi might unlock 
the path forward for finalising sectoral guidance for the oil and gas sector, but a lot of work remains to ensure it is robust. No timeline has yet been published.

Slight decrease in consensus the last month
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09-Jan-23 Comment The World Bank Needs to Get Serious 
About Reform All

Argues that, as the biggest provider of international public financing for 
developing countries, the World Bank needs to reform its internal 
environmental, social and climate policies to take a global leadership 
position. States that the bank must reform its policies to align its 
operations with the Paris Agreement.

Low

12-Jan-23 Report Winning in Green Markets: Scaling 
Products for a Net Zero World

Companies; 
Investors

Publishes an 'outlook' for green products, highlighting that demand for 
green materials is outpacing supply in several sectors. Companies should 
alter their commercial strategies to gain a competitive advantage, by
targeting the expected growth in net zero commitments and the 
willingness to pay for low-carbon products.

Medium

12-Jan-23 Press Release Oil and Gas: Next Steps for the SBTi’s 
Guidance Development Companies

Summarises the feedback of its expert advisory group, which was tasked 
with proposing a framework for setting science-based targets in the oil 
and gas sector. From this, a new timeline for developing sectoral 
methodologies will be published in early 2023. A major recommendation 
is absolute emission targets for downstream companies.

High

13-Jan-23 Report India Net Zero Steel Demand Outlook 
Report All

Reports on the economic opportunity available to Indian steel producers 
to move to lower carbon and eventually net zero production. States that 
as India is the second-largest producer of steel, all stakeholders need an 
in-depth understanding of the factors that will drive demand in the future.

Low

17-Jan-23 Press Release New Initiative to Help Unlock $3 Trillion 
Needed a Year for Climate and Nature All

Launches "Giving to Amplify Earth Action" (GAEA) to develop public, 
private, and philanthropic partnerships for net zero. Highlights how 
philanthropic funding mobilises larger volumes of private and public 
capital; it has a higher tolerance for risks and makes decisions based on 
values and long-term positive impact.

Low

https://www.nrdc.org/experts/joe-thwaites/world-bank-needs-get-serious-about-reform
https://www.nrdc.org/experts/joe-thwaites/world-bank-needs-get-serious-about-reform
https://www3.weforum.org/docs/WEF_Winning_in_Green_Markets_2023.pdf
https://www3.weforum.org/docs/WEF_Winning_in_Green_Markets_2023.pdf
https://sciencebasedtargets.org/blog/oil-and-gas-next-steps-for-the-sbtis-guidance-development
https://sciencebasedtargets.org/blog/oil-and-gas-next-steps-for-the-sbtis-guidance-development
https://www.wemeanbusinesscoalition.org/blog/india-net-zero-steel-demand-outlook-report/
https://www.wemeanbusinesscoalition.org/blog/india-net-zero-steel-demand-outlook-report/
https://www.weforum.org/press/2023/01/new-initiative-to-help-unlock-3-trillion-needed-a-year-for-climate-and-nature/
https://www.weforum.org/press/2023/01/new-initiative-to-help-unlock-3-trillion-needed-a-year-for-climate-and-nature/
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19-Jan-23 Comment Decarbonization of Industrial Clusters 
Initiative Gains Global Momentum All

Reports that nine new industrial clusters from Europe, the US, and Asia are 
joining the Transitioning Industrial Clusters towards Net Zero initiative, 
which aims to generate 1.6 billion tonnes of emission reductions. The 
initiative will facilitate public-private, cross-industry partnerships for the 
energy sector and heavy-emitting producers.

Low

19-Jan-23 Comment Carbon Pricing Standards Needed to 
Accelerate Green Energy All

Suggests that carbon trading can be effectively used to set internal carbon 
prices to drive faster mitigation efforts. Greater success depends on better 
coordination with regulations and standards that clarify how companies 
can take actions that will not lead to criticism for insufficiently addressing 
climate change.

Low

31-Jan-23 Press Release
Companies increasing consumption and 
transparency on renewable energy, but 
persistent barriers remain

Companies

Highlights the latest disclosures by RE100 members, who have committed 
to 100% renewable energy by 2050. RE100 members increased their 
procurement of renewable energy, with 49% of electricity use from 
renewable sources, up from 45% in 2020. This comes in spite of the 
energy crisis and existing barriers in developing countries.

Low

31-Jan-23 Press Release

CDP data shows European businesses are 
already implementing key elements of the 
Corporate Sustainability Due Diligence 
Directive

Companies

Reports that one-third of companies have a climate transition strategy, in 
the context of proposed EU corporate governance legislation. But, only 2% 
disclose to the CDP on all eight criteria for credible transition plans. Of 
each criterion, reporting on targets is the lowest (7%). Scenario analysis 
and assessing risks/opportunities are both 22%.

Medium

https://www.weforum.org/press/2023/01/decarbonization-of-industrial-clusters-initiative-gains-global-momentum/
https://www.weforum.org/press/2023/01/decarbonization-of-industrial-clusters-initiative-gains-global-momentum/
https://www.weforum.org/press/2023/01/carbon-pricing-standards-needed-to-accelerate-green-energy/
https://www.weforum.org/press/2023/01/carbon-pricing-standards-needed-to-accelerate-green-energy/
https://www.cdp.net/en/articles/companies/companies-increasing-consumption-renewable-energy-barriers-remain
https://www.cdp.net/en/articles/companies/companies-increasing-consumption-renewable-energy-barriers-remain
https://www.cdp.net/en/articles/companies/companies-increasing-consumption-renewable-energy-barriers-remain
https://www.cdp.net/en/articles/governments/cdp-data-shows-european-businesses-are-already-implementing-key-elements-of-the-corporate-sustainability-due-diligence-directive
https://www.cdp.net/en/articles/governments/cdp-data-shows-european-businesses-are-already-implementing-key-elements-of-the-corporate-sustainability-due-diligence-directive
https://www.cdp.net/en/articles/governments/cdp-data-shows-european-businesses-are-already-implementing-key-elements-of-the-corporate-sustainability-due-diligence-directive
https://www.cdp.net/en/articles/governments/cdp-data-shows-european-businesses-are-already-implementing-key-elements-of-the-corporate-sustainability-due-diligence-directive
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• The Business Alliance to Scale Climate Solutions’ guidance on carbon credit purchasing 
supports existing guidance of the Natural Climate Solutions Alliance on nature-based 
credits but extends its guidance to tech-based and hybrid removals.

• It also goes beyond current guidance by recommending companies’ continually monitor 
projects to address non-permanence risks after credit retirement to ensure claims made 
remain accurate. This places greater responsibility on the buyer for ensuring that the 
projects they fund produce lasting benefits.

• The World Economic Forum (WEF) recommends the Voluntary Carbon Markets Integrity 
Initiative accelerate finalising its draft Claims Code of Practice to drive carbon market 
engagement. Clear guidance would reduce reputational risk when making claims on credit 
use that could increase private sector participation in carbon markets.

• WEF recommends that carbon credit portfolios should transition from nature-based credits 
to engineered removals through to 2050 to align with pathways to achieve net zero. This is 
largely in line with the widely-cited principles for offsetting published by Oxford Net Zero.
This approach aims to ensure that offsetting is a tool to aid the net zero transition.

4Biii. Companies – use of carbon credits
Corporate use of carbon credits: analysis

Guidance on carbon credit procurement published this month largely reinforced existing areas of agreement, with some additional recommendations from BASCS 
that places more responsibility on the buyer to conduct due diligence. However, this development alone did not move consensus one way or the other.

No change in consensus in the last month
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17-Jan-23 Report The Voluntary Carbon Market: Climate 
Finance at an Inflection Point All

Estimates carbon markets can grow 13 times to 2.6 Gt by 2030 with:
i) more integrity at the project level, ii) guidelines for credible 
corporate credit use, and iii) transparent markets. Credit use must 
support reduction targets, and portfolios should shift from nature-
based credits to engineered removals over time.

Low

23-Jan-23 Report BASCS Primer – High-Level Guide for 
Businesses Purchasing Carbon Credits Companies

Presents a seven-step approach for companies purchasing carbon 
credits for voluntary purposes. This includes: i) a climate strategy 
where credits do not replace reducing emissions, ii) a procurement 
strategy for high-quality credits, and iii) a clear policy on 
communicating claims based on the use of credits.

Low

https://www.weforum.org/whitepapers/the-voluntary-carbon-market-climate-finance-at-an-inflection-point/
https://www.weforum.org/whitepapers/the-voluntary-carbon-market-climate-finance-at-an-inflection-point/
https://scalingclimatesolutions.org/resources/bascs-primer-high-level-guide-for-businesses-purchasing-carbon-credits/
https://scalingclimatesolutions.org/resources/bascs-primer-high-level-guide-for-businesses-purchasing-carbon-credits/
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• The UK Centre for Greening Finance and Investment recommends investors estimate 
emissions using asset-level data and with physical and economic activity. This approach 
diverges from other guidance by favouring the comparability of data over its accuracy.

• The Partnership for Carbon Accounting Financials’ data hierarchy (reported > estimated) 
underpins the International Sustainability Standards Board’s proposal for assessing data 
quality and the Science Based Targets initiative’s (SBTi) guidance for investors.

• It is important that standard-setters reconcile these differences to support the SBTI’s soon-
to-be finalised net zero target-setting criteria for financial institutions (FIs). Greater 
consensus would improve trust in the data used to set targets.

• CDP’s campaign convinced 293 companies to disclose climate-related information for the 
first time, demonstrating the positive impact of engagement on voluntary disclosure rates. 
During the campaign, investors primarily targeted companies in jurisdictions developing 
reporting rules. Targeted companies were more than twice as likely to respond, and 
engagement was more effective where disclosure rules already apply to investors.

• SBTi’s guidance on the interoperability of its target-setting guidance and the Task Force on 
Climate-related Financial Disclosures recommendations encourages FIs to use both 
frameworks. FIs should trace and disclose the GHG impact of their investments before 
setting net zero targets, using the SBTi’s standard for FIs (when published). Those that do 
will be better prepared to mitigate the climate-related risks identified through the 
disclosure process and credibly communicate their commitments.

Companies’ willingness to voluntarily disclose climate-related information in 2022 is positive, but does not yet fully meet the expectation of investors and other 
stakeholders. Disagreement over best practices for how investors measure financed emissions also contributed to the slight decrease in consensus this month. 

Accounting & reporting: analysis

Slight decrease in consensus in the last month

4Biv. Companies – Accounting & reporting
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05-Jan-23 Report Data Quality Considerations for 
Estimating Financed Emissions All

Warns that inaccurate corporate emissions accounting reduces its 
usefulness for measuring financed emissions and setting finance sector 
reduction targets. Suggests that financial institutions incorporate sectoral 
physical-activity data into emission estimates, despite the Partnership for 
Carbon Accounting Financials considering them to be 'lower quality'.

Medium

09-Jan-23 Press Release
Stakeholder Capitalism Metrics Initiative: 
over 130 companies implement 
sustainability reporting metrics

Companies; 
Investors

Reports that companies are increasingly using the 'stakeholder capitalism' 
metrics framework to voluntarily disclose non-financial factors, including 
greenhouse gas emissions. The World Economic Forum notes that climate 
disclosures can improve corporate sustainability efforts, and the initiative 
also seeks to promote greater alignment between disclosure standards.

Low

17-Jan-23 Report

New guidance developed by 30+ global 
companies to support GHG emissions 
data sharing across the logistics value 
chain

Companies

Launches guidance, building on two existing frameworks, for calculating 
logistics emissions in detail and across different companies in the value 
chain. It aims to tackle key challenges for transparency and reducing end-
to-end emissions, through reporting transport network emissions, 
standardising Scope 3 reporting and auditing emissions accounting.

Low

18-Jan-23 Press Release Finance sector: New guidance on science-
based targets and TCFD reporting Investors

Publishes guidance to maximise synergies from the requirements of SBTi 
targets and TCFD reporting. This can help investors develop credible 
climate strategies and align their targets and disclosures to prepare for 
climate risk exercises, such as the US Federal Reserve's first test of the six 
largest banks.

Medium

https://www.smithschool.ox.ac.uk/sites/default/files/2023-01/Data-Quality-Considerations-for-Estimating-Financed-Emissions.pdf
https://www.smithschool.ox.ac.uk/sites/default/files/2023-01/Data-Quality-Considerations-for-Estimating-Financed-Emissions.pdf
https://www.weforum.org/agenda/2023/01/stakeholder-capitalism-reporting-metrics-davos2023/
https://www.weforum.org/agenda/2023/01/stakeholder-capitalism-reporting-metrics-davos2023/
https://www.weforum.org/agenda/2023/01/stakeholder-capitalism-reporting-metrics-davos2023/
https://www.smartfreightcentre.org/en/news/new-guidance-developed-by-30-global-companies-to-support-ghg-emissions-data-sharing-across-the-logistics-value-chain/128073/
https://www.smartfreightcentre.org/en/news/new-guidance-developed-by-30-global-companies-to-support-ghg-emissions-data-sharing-across-the-logistics-value-chain/128073/
https://www.smartfreightcentre.org/en/news/new-guidance-developed-by-30-global-companies-to-support-ghg-emissions-data-sharing-across-the-logistics-value-chain/128073/
https://www.smartfreightcentre.org/en/news/new-guidance-developed-by-30-global-companies-to-support-ghg-emissions-data-sharing-across-the-logistics-value-chain/128073/
https://sciencebasedtargets.org/blog/finance-sector-new-guidance-on-science-based-targets-and-tcfd-reporting
https://sciencebasedtargets.org/blog/finance-sector-new-guidance-on-science-based-targets-and-tcfd-reporting
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19-Jan-23 Report Climate Principles for Oil and Gas Mergers 
and Acquisitions

Companies; 
Investors

Reports on research that shows that the transfer of oil and gas assets 
away from companies with climate targets and disclosure commitments 
can conceal the transferred emissions. EDF and Ceres recommend that 
companies selling these assets ensure that acquirers continue reducing 
and disclosing upstream emissions.

Medium

20-Jan-23 Report Survey of TCFD Disclosure in 
Japan (FY2022)

Companies; 
Investors

Reports on an increase in disclosure among Japanese listed companies. 
This is a positive sign considering that Japanese regulators have proposed 
more-detailed climate-related disclosure requirements. Rates of disclosure 
of Scope 1 and 2 emissions remain high, but Scope 3 and scenario analysis 
lag behind other metrics.

Low

20-Jan-23 Press Release ISSB Update January 2023 Companies; 
Investors

Provides updates on numerous proposed requirements in the climate-
related disclosures standard, including demonstrating how their climate 
targets relate to current international climate agreements and 
jurisdictional commitments. This could encourage companies to align their 
targets more closely to national climate strategies.

Low

23-Jan-23 Report CDP Non-Disclosure Campaign 2022 
Results Report

Companies; 
Investors

Announces the results of the annual pressure campaign to accelerate 
corporate disclosure of climate risks; 293 companies disclosed climate 
risks for the first time. The 56% increase in financial institutions joining 
CDP's call for disclosure this year shows the importance of oversight of 
financed emissions to investors.

Medium

International Sustainability 
Standards Board

https://business.edf.org/files/Climate-Principles-Asset-Transfer.pdf
https://business.edf.org/files/Climate-Principles-Asset-Transfer.pdf
https://www.jpx.co.jp/english/corporate/news/news-releases/0090/tcgh510000005j2x-att/tcfd2022en.pdf
https://www.jpx.co.jp/english/corporate/news/news-releases/0090/tcgh510000005j2x-att/tcfd2022en.pdf
https://www.ifrs.org/news-and-events/updates/issb/2023/issb-update-january-2023/
https://cdn.cdp.net/cdp-production/cms/reports/documents/000/006/764/original/CDP_2022_Non-Disclosure_Campaign_Report_18_01_23.pdf?1674225832
https://cdn.cdp.net/cdp-production/cms/reports/documents/000/006/764/original/CDP_2022_Non-Disclosure_Campaign_Report_18_01_23.pdf?1674225832


Accounting & reporting: updates (III/III)
4Biv. Companies – Accounting & reporting

The Trove Priority Rating (Low, Medium, High) is based on an assessment of: potential for impact, significance of 
change, novelty, profile of organisation and urgency. Priority is assigned relative to the guidance area in question.
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Organisation Date Update Type Title Target 
Audience Summary Trove 

Priority

26-Jan-23 Comment
EBA issues Opinion to the European 
Commission on the draft European 
Sustainability Reporting Standards

Companies; 
Investors

Recognises that new disclosure regulations for EU companies will align 
well with existing EBA disclosure regulations and emerging international 
standards. The changes made to the draft standard after the consultation 
will improve the simplicity and usability of climate-related disclosures 
through the European Sustainability Reporting Standard.

Low

30-Jan-23 White Paper FRC ESG Statement of Intent: What’s Next 
(January 2023)

Companies; 
Investors

Identifies areas for development in 2023 for the Council’s work on ESG, 
including i) guidance on finding and using data, ii) assessing materiality, iii) 
providing clarity on existing reporting requirements, and iv) supporting the 
UK’s alignment with international standards.

Low

30-Jan-23 White Paper CVM lança Política de Finanças 
Sustentáveis

Companies; 
Investors

Announces the consolidation of sustainable finance regulations to 
strengthen and clarify them for investors. Key developments are more 
transparent ESG data, a sustainable finance taxonomy, and plans to tackle 
misleading climate-related claims from funds and financial products.

Medium

31-Jan-23 Consultation 
(Open)

Consultation Paper on the review of the 
methodology included in the Guidelines 
on stress test scenarios under the MMF 
Regulation

Companies; 
Investors

Opportunity to provide feedback on how stress-testing exercises are 
designed. The ESMA is considering not including a climate risk scenario in 
its stress tests because other financial intermediaries with greater 
exposure to climate risks are already carrying out climate scenario 
analysis. Expected release date: 4Q23.

Medium

Brazil Securities and 
Exchange Commission

https://www.eba.europa.eu/sites/default/documents/files/document_library/Publications/Opinions/2023/1051231/EBA-Op-2023-01%20%28Opinion%20of%20the%20EBA%20on%20the%20draft%20ESRS%29.pdf
https://www.eba.europa.eu/sites/default/documents/files/document_library/Publications/Opinions/2023/1051231/EBA-Op-2023-01%20%28Opinion%20of%20the%20EBA%20on%20the%20draft%20ESRS%29.pdf
https://www.eba.europa.eu/sites/default/documents/files/document_library/Publications/Opinions/2023/1051231/EBA-Op-2023-01%20%28Opinion%20of%20the%20EBA%20on%20the%20draft%20ESRS%29.pdf
https://www.frc.org.uk/document-library/esg/2023/egs-statement-of-intent-2023
https://www.frc.org.uk/document-library/esg/2023/egs-statement-of-intent-2023
https://www.gov.br/cvm/pt-br/assuntos/noticias/cvm-lanca-politica-de-financas-sustentaveis
https://www.gov.br/cvm/pt-br/assuntos/noticias/cvm-lanca-politica-de-financas-sustentaveis
https://www.esma.europa.eu/press-news/consultations/consultation-paper-review-methodology-included-guidelines-stress-test
https://www.esma.europa.eu/press-news/consultations/consultation-paper-review-methodology-included-guidelines-stress-test
https://www.esma.europa.eu/press-news/consultations/consultation-paper-review-methodology-included-guidelines-stress-test
https://www.esma.europa.eu/press-news/consultations/consultation-paper-review-methodology-included-guidelines-stress-test
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• Verra and many other carbon market stakeholders responded to articles by the Guardian 
and Die Zeit that heavily criticised the baselines of REDD+ projects. See the spotlight slide 
in this report, as well as Trove Research’s recent blog post for more on this.

• While the technical criticism of the research papers used by these articles is likely fair, 
there is still the potential for a significant loss of trust in forest-based carbon credits. While 
the criticism of the use of synthetic control methods here may be valid, there are existing 
concerns over the baselines and crediting levels of some REDD+ projects. The finalisation 
of Verra’s major methodology revisions in 2023 might address many of these. 

• The Carbon Credit Quality Initiative (CCQI) released an update to its platform, adding 
ratings for more project types. All those added showed significant areas of weakness in 
their credit quality assessment, especially around quantifying emissions reductions.

• The CCQI also found that the use of complementary standards for co-benefits (like CCB 
and SD VISta1) improved scores on the assessment of environmental and social safeguards. 
Such standards thus have value for understanding credit quality, broadly defined.

• Architecture for REDD+ Transactions (ART) approved documents for Guyana’s second 
TREES crediting period, and a monitoring report for 2021. Once verified, this sixth issuance 
would take Guyana past 40m credits and shows that ART’s processes work effectively.

• The World Bank outlined a number of recommendations for governments to support the 
development of high quality carbon credits from cookstoves, and uphold integrity more 
broadly. Cookstove projects scored well within the CCQI’s assessment on additionality, but 
more poorly on its assessment of the risk of overestimating reductions.

4Ci. Supply side - Carbon credit quality
Carbon credit quality: analysis

Major criticism of REDD+ credits, plus an assessment of the quality of six project types by CCQI, demonstrate a large decrease in consensus around what constitutes 
a high quality credit. The debates around quantifying emission reductions increase the need for buyers to conduct their own diligence in the absence of broad 
agreement on defining and measuring credit quality. This fall in consensus comes despite some smaller positive developments across several crediting standards. 

Major decrease in consensus in the last month
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1 Verra’s Climate, Community & Biodiversity Standards and Sustainable Development Verified Impact Standard

https://trove-research.com/commentary/response-to-the-guardians-analysis-on-verras-redd-projects/


Carbon credit quality: updates (I/III)
4Ci. Supply side - Carbon credit quality

The Trove Priority Rating (Low, Medium, High) is based on an assessment of: potential for impact, significance of 
change, novelty, profile of organisation and urgency. Priority is assigned relative to the guidance area in question.
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Organisation Date Update Type Title Target 
Audience Summary Trove 

Priority

06-Jan-23 Press Release
Launch of Dominican Republic 
Livestock Protocol development 
process

All

Announces the development of a crediting methodology for measuring 
emission reductions from controlling manure biogas emissions from livestock 
farms in the Dominican Republic. As well as local stakeholders, the process will 
be supported by the country's Ministry of Environment, and MexiCO2 from 
Mexico.

Low

13-Jan-23 Comment
Balancing opportunity and risk: 
Harnessing carbon markets to expand 
clean cooking

All

Encourages governments to offer grant funding and develop policy 
infrastructure to support cookstove projects. Recommends implementing 
national registries of carbon projects and social safeguards to avoid risks 
associated with carbon markets, including double-counting, and reputational 
risks from low-quality projects and a lack of regulation.

Medium

13-Jan-23 Press Release ART Approves TREES Documents 
Submitted by Guyana All

Reports ART’s approval of two documents for Guyana's second crediting 
period, which will run from 2021 to 2025. The monitoring report covers 2021: 
Guyana’s sixth vintage of TREES credits. The documents now enter a public 
comment period, then third-party validation, before a further 7.2m TREES 
credits can be issued.

Medium

18-Jan-23 Comment Verra Response to Guardian Article on 
Rainforest Carbon Offsets All

Responds to the Guardian’s claims that REDD+ projects on Verra's registry 
have over-issued credits due to inaccurate baselines. Argues that the synthetic 
controls used by the studies referenced do not account for localised drivers of 
deforestation. Contends that baselines based on a 'real' control area, rather 
than estimated through a control scenario, are more accurate.

High

https://www.climateactionreserve.org/how/protocols/waste/dominican-republic-livestock/dev/
https://www.climateactionreserve.org/how/protocols/waste/dominican-republic-livestock/dev/
https://www.climateactionreserve.org/how/protocols/waste/dominican-republic-livestock/dev/
https://blogs.worldbank.org/energy/balancing-opportunity-and-risk-harnessing-carbon-markets-expand-clean-cooking
https://blogs.worldbank.org/energy/balancing-opportunity-and-risk-harnessing-carbon-markets-expand-clean-cooking
https://blogs.worldbank.org/energy/balancing-opportunity-and-risk-harnessing-carbon-markets-expand-clean-cooking
https://www.artredd.org/wp-content/uploads/2023/01/ART-Approves-TREES-Documents-Submitted-by-Guyana.pdf
https://www.artredd.org/wp-content/uploads/2023/01/ART-Approves-TREES-Documents-Submitted-by-Guyana.pdf
https://verra.org/verra-response-guardian-rainforest-carbon-offsets/
https://verra.org/verra-response-guardian-rainforest-carbon-offsets/


Carbon credit quality: updates (II/III)
4Ci. Supply side - Carbon credit quality

The Trove Priority Rating (Low, Medium, High) is based on an assessment of: potential for impact, significance of 
change, novelty, profile of organisation and urgency. Priority is assigned relative to the guidance area in question.
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Audience Summary Trove 
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23-Jan-23 Comment Plan Vivo statement in response to recent 
Guardian article All

Publishes a defence of carbon credits following the Guardian’s criticism of 
REDD+ credits. Asserts that Plan Vivo’s participatory approach and 
requirements for revenue sharing with local communities and farmers 
increase community ‘buy-in’ and provide alternative revenues that can 
reduce the risk of emissions reductions being ‘reversed’.

Low

23-Jan-23 Comment Empowerment of women: a key 
ingredient for sustainable development All

Reports that most carbon credit buyers do not fully consider the value of 
projects that benefit women, despite increasing demand for high-quality 
credits that meet social safeguards. Suggests that, although social impact 
standards include gender equality, buyers must also demonstrate the 
demand for such credits.

Low

24-Jan-23 Comment Why Verra Supports REDD All

Argues that whilst counterfactual analysis used to determine baselines 
cannot provide certainty, REDD+ credits are key to channelling finance to 
forest protection. Best practices are continuously evolving; Verra notes 
that its methodologies are periodically revised. This year, updates will be 
finalised to shorten baseline periods and use jurisdictional baselines.

Low

24-Jan-23 Press Release GCC releases new methodology to 
support water conservation projects All

Launches a methodology for lowering emissions from water desalination 
through reducing water use by the end user, such as with water-saving 
techniques and technology. This reduces emissions by reducing the need 
for desalination. This complements the existing GCC methodology for 
reducing emissions from the desalination process.

Low

Global Carbon Council

https://www.planvivo.org/news/plan-vivo-response-guardian-article
https://www.planvivo.org/news/plan-vivo-response-guardian-article
https://www.goldstandard.org/blog-item/empowerment-women-key-ingredient-sustainable-development
https://www.goldstandard.org/blog-item/empowerment-women-key-ingredient-sustainable-development
https://verra.org/why-verra-supports-redd/
https://www.globalcarboncouncil.com/gcc-releases-new-methodology-to-support-water-conservation-projects/
https://www.globalcarboncouncil.com/gcc-releases-new-methodology-to-support-water-conservation-projects/


Carbon credit quality: updates (III/III)
4Ci. Supply side - Carbon credit quality

The Trove Priority Rating (Low, Medium, High) is based on an assessment of: potential for impact, significance of 
change, novelty, profile of organisation and urgency. Priority is assigned relative to the guidance area in question.
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Organisation Date Update Type Title Target 
Audience Summary Trove 

Priority

28-Jan-23 Press Release Verra Fact Check of Die Zeit Article All

Suggests that a recent article on VCS REDD+ credits contains several 
inaccuracies. Verra raises similar technical concerns as with the Guardian's 
recent use of similar data. Verra also strongly disputes Die Zeit's 
characterisation of Verra and its role in the voluntary carbon market, 
including De Zeit’s omission of the role of independent verification.

Medium

30-Jan-23 Press Release Reserve launches process to develop 
China Adipic Acid Production Protocol All

Announces the beginning of the development of the China Adipic Acid 
Production Protocol, which will support the issuance of carbon credits 
from installing N2O abatement technology at adipic acid production 
facilities in China. The protocol will go through a public consultation 
(ongoing) and receive input from industry experts.

Low

31-Jan-23 Comment
“Patently Unreliable”: Verra Addresses 
Criticism of Rainforest Offset Credits with 
Detailed Technical Analysis

All

Publishes a 'technical review' of the academic publications referenced by 
the Guardian in its claims on inflated REDD+ baselines. Verra criticises the 
newspaper for not covering the papers' more positive conclusions and 
identifies that the two West et al. studies used too few factors and areas 
without deforestation risk to calculate the synthetic controls.

High

31-Jan-23 Press Release
Expansion of Carbon Credit Scoring Tool 
Reveals Opportunities to Improve Quality 
of Carbon Market

All

Introduces an expanded quality assessment tool for carbon credit types. It 
now covers onshore wind, solar, and several gas- and methane-related 
project types. Most credit types evaluated scored 'low' for one or more 
criteria, emphasising that buyers must conduct due diligence and credit 
registries must work to raise standards.

High

https://verra.org/verra-fact-check-of-die-zeit-article/
https://www.climateactionreserve.org/blog/2023/01/30/reserve-launches-process-to-develop-china-adipic-acid-production-protocol/
https://www.climateactionreserve.org/blog/2023/01/30/reserve-launches-process-to-develop-china-adipic-acid-production-protocol/
https://verra.org/patently-unreliable-verra-addresses-criticism-of-rainforest-offset-credits-with-detailed-technical-analysis/
https://verra.org/patently-unreliable-verra-addresses-criticism-of-rainforest-offset-credits-with-detailed-technical-analysis/
https://verra.org/patently-unreliable-verra-addresses-criticism-of-rainforest-offset-credits-with-detailed-technical-analysis/
https://carboncreditquality.org/news.html
https://carboncreditquality.org/news.html
https://carboncreditquality.org/news.html
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• The Integrity Council for the Voluntary Carbon Market (ICVCM) announced the timeline 
for the release and implementation of its Core Carbon Principles (CCPs). The final CCPs will 
be published in March, and implemented by 3Q23.

• This represents a quick turnaround from the consultation on the draft CCPs in 3Q22, 
especially given the questions raised about how to implement the CCPs and if they could 
have a negative impact on market confidence if few projects met all eligibility criteria.

• Architecture for REDD+ Transactions (ART) announced Concept Notes from Ethiopia and 
Uganda. It also launched the development of methodologies to measure and certify the 
environmental and social co-benefits of TREES credits.

• While TREES’ requirements for environmental and social safeguards are robust, the 
optional standard will allow a comparison of the impact of jurisdictional REDD+ credits to 
project-based REDD+. This could benefit jurisdictions when negotiating with buyers.

• Plan Vivo announced a consultation on biodiversity credits, and proposals could be 
assessed later this year. A ‘Plan Vivo Biodiversity Certificate’ would represent a 1% 
improvement in or avoided loss of biodiversity per hectare based on a ‘basket’ of 
biodiversity metrics. With interest growing in biodiversity, Plan Vivo’s approach may act as 
a test of the wider potential of standalone biodiversity credits.

• Climate Action Reserve’s collaboration with Panama expands its reach in the region, 
amongst growing interest in carbon markets in Central America. As in Mexico, there is a 
strong interest in ensuring that communities are treated fairly in revenue sharing.

4Cii. Supply side - Governance & infrastructure
Governance & infrastructure: analysis

Updates this month generally point towards positive developments for the governance of carbon markets, leading to a slight increase in consensus. However, 
announcements that will have a major impact on consensus are still to come in 2023, particularly the launch of the ICVCM’s CCPs next month. 

Slight increase in consensus in the last month

22 February 2023 Trove Research Limited 30



Governance & infrastructure: updates (I/III)
4Cii. Supply side - Governance & infrastructure
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Organisation Date Update Type Title Target 
Audience Summary Trove 

Priority

12-Jan-23 Press Release

MiAMBIENTE and the Climate Action 
Reserve enter strategic collaboration to 
support strong development of 
Panama’s national carbon market

All

Announces a partnership to develop Panama’s national carbon market. The first 
priority is a forest carbon standard for voluntary credits with a focus on 
community engagement and co-benefits. Panama looked to CAR for this based 
on its Mexico Forest Protocol. The second is capacity building for the 
Environment Ministry to oversee the national market.

Medium

13-Jan-23 Press Release ART Approves TREES Concept for 
Ethiopia All

Publishes the approved TREES concept note for Ethiopia’s jurisdictional REDD+. 
When it submits the final registration documents, Ethiopia must account for 
emission reductions from other REDD+ activities, including a Verra VCS project, 
the World Bank BioCF fund and bilateral cooperation with Norway. The country 
is developing a centralised registry system.

Medium

16-Jan-23 Press Release
Africa Carbon Markets Initiative builds 
on momentum from COP27, announces 
13 action programmes

All

Publishes post-launch plans for the Initiative to demonstrate momentum ahead 
of COP28, including i) increasing the number of country partners (another seven 
are close to joining), ii) securing an additional USD 800m in credit purchase 
commitments (USD 200m was agreed at COP27), and iii) developing 
methodologies relevant to African countries, like diesel replacement.

Low

17-Jan-23 Press Release Verra Concludes Consultation on Third-
Party Crypto Instruments and Tokens All

Announces the end of the consultation on Verra's proposed approach to third-
party crypto instruments and tokenisation. The public comments will be 
considered in developing a new registry ‘status' that allows credits to remain 
'live' when transferred to blockchain technologies or linked to crypto tokens.

Low

https://www.climateactionreserve.org/blog/2023/01/12/miambiente-and-the-climate-action-reserve-enter-strategic-collaboration-to-support-strong-development-of-panamas-national-carbon-market/
https://www.climateactionreserve.org/blog/2023/01/12/miambiente-and-the-climate-action-reserve-enter-strategic-collaboration-to-support-strong-development-of-panamas-national-carbon-market/
https://www.climateactionreserve.org/blog/2023/01/12/miambiente-and-the-climate-action-reserve-enter-strategic-collaboration-to-support-strong-development-of-panamas-national-carbon-market/
https://www.climateactionreserve.org/blog/2023/01/12/miambiente-and-the-climate-action-reserve-enter-strategic-collaboration-to-support-strong-development-of-panamas-national-carbon-market/
https://www.artredd.org/art-approves-trees-concept-for-ethiopia/
https://www.artredd.org/art-approves-trees-concept-for-ethiopia/
https://www.seforall.org/news/africa-carbon-markets-initiative-builds-on-momentum-from-cop27-announces-13-action-programmes
https://www.seforall.org/news/africa-carbon-markets-initiative-builds-on-momentum-from-cop27-announces-13-action-programmes
https://www.seforall.org/news/africa-carbon-markets-initiative-builds-on-momentum-from-cop27-announces-13-action-programmes
https://verra.org/verra-concludes-consultation-on-third-party-crypto-instruments-and-tokens/
https://verra.org/verra-concludes-consultation-on-third-party-crypto-instruments-and-tokens/


Governance & infrastructure: updates (II/III)
4Cii. Supply side - Governance & infrastructure

The Trove Priority Rating (Low, Medium, High) is based on an assessment of: potential for impact, significance of 
change, novelty, profile of organisation and urgency. Priority is assigned relative to the guidance area in question.
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Organisation Date Update Type Title Target 
Audience Summary Trove 
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19-Jan-23 Press Release
Integrity Council unveils timetable to 
introduce high-integrity label to voluntary 
carbon market in Q3

Companies; 
Supply Side

Announces plans to release its finalised Core Carbon Principles (CCPs) in 
March and begin assessing programmes and 'fast-tracked' methodologies 
thereafter, with others assessed on a rolling basis. The ICVCM will then 
approve those that meet its CCP integrity criteria by 3Q23, thereby 
enabling the labelling of eligible credits.

High

20-Jan-23 Comment The importance of trust in the carbon 
market All

Responds to the Guardian article on REDD+ and other recent publications 
to clarify that it does not validate credits from REDD+ projects due to 
difficulties with setting baselines. Outlines how credit standards need 
appropriate systems to respond quickly and with integrity when problems 
are identified.

Low

26-Jan-23 Consultation 
(Open)

Views sought on Governance of MRV 
Methodologies and Digital Infrastructure 
as Public Goods in the Carbon Market

All

Opportunity to comment on a framework to improve transparency, enable 
more open dialogue and increase efficiency when developing carbon 
market methodologies. Based on 'open source' approaches from other 
digital sectors, if implemented the framework could also lower transaction 
costs for projects and reduce the time taken to issue carbon credits.

Medium

26-Jan-23 Press Release
High-level integrity principles developed 
to steer emerging biodiversity credits 
market

All

Shares a high-level approach for developing best practices in the nascent 
biodiversity credit market, learning from voluntary carbon markets. Plan 
Vivo and Flora and Fauna International highlight the potential risks, both 
technical (methods that miss the complexities of biodiversity) and 
operational (defining prices and ensuring fair revenue sharing).

Low

https://icvcm.org/integrity-council-unveils-timetable-to-introduce-high-integrity-label-to-voluntary-carbon-market-in-q3/
https://icvcm.org/integrity-council-unveils-timetable-to-introduce-high-integrity-label-to-voluntary-carbon-market-in-q3/
https://icvcm.org/integrity-council-unveils-timetable-to-introduce-high-integrity-label-to-voluntary-carbon-market-in-q3/
https://www.goldstandard.org/blog-item/importance-trust-carbon-market
https://www.goldstandard.org/blog-item/importance-trust-carbon-market
https://www.goldstandard.org/blog-item/views-sought-governance-mrv-methodologies-and-digital-infrastructure-public-goods-carbon
https://www.goldstandard.org/blog-item/views-sought-governance-mrv-methodologies-and-digital-infrastructure-public-goods-carbon
https://www.goldstandard.org/blog-item/views-sought-governance-mrv-methodologies-and-digital-infrastructure-public-goods-carbon
https://www.planvivo.org/news/biodiversity-high-level-integrity-principles
https://www.planvivo.org/news/biodiversity-high-level-integrity-principles
https://www.planvivo.org/news/biodiversity-high-level-integrity-principles
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30-Jan-23 Press Release
ART launches initiative to capture the 
value of jurisdictional REDD+ beyond 
carbon

All

Introduces a new initiative to measure social and environmental co-
benefits from jurisdictional REDD+ TREES credits, which would mirror 
existing approaches for project-based REDD+. The voluntary, 
independently-verified certification would track biodiversity, socio-cultural 
and non-carbon climate impacts. No timelines are given for the 
development process.

Medium

30-Jan-23 Consultation 
(Open)

Biodiversity Standard (PV Nature) Public 
Consultation All

Opportunity to comment on Plan Vivo's planned Biodiversity Standard (PV 
Nature). The standard will launch standalone biodiversity credits to 
incentivise landowners and communities to conserve and restore habitats, 
with no link to carbon credits or offsetting. The public consultation follows 
seven pilot projects to demonstrate proof-of-concept and ensure quality.

High

31-Jan-23 Press Release ART Approves TREES Concept for Uganda All

Announces the publication of Uganda’s approved TREES concept note. 
Although Uganda has no project-based REDD+, it will develop a nesting 
strategy for existing af/reforestation projects. Indicates the intention to 
use the resulting emission reductions ‘for compliance against NDC targets’, 
but it is not clear if this means Uganda’s NDC or other countries.

Medium

31-Jan-23 Press Release Last Trading Day for Carbon Credit Market 
Demonstration All

Announces the conclusion of the pilot phase of carbon trading among GX 
league companies, a group of firms looking to provide leadership on 
ambitious emission reductions in Japan. 183 companies participated in 
trading 149,000 credits, relatively evenly split between renewable energy 
and energy efficiency. Only 59 were forest-based credits.

Low

https://mailchi.mp/b9b91c7a5ee8/art-announces-stakeholder-consultation-for-trees-10358681?e=b6c6944d42
https://mailchi.mp/b9b91c7a5ee8/art-announces-stakeholder-consultation-for-trees-10358681?e=b6c6944d42
https://mailchi.mp/b9b91c7a5ee8/art-announces-stakeholder-consultation-for-trees-10358681?e=b6c6944d42
https://www.planvivo.org/biodiversity-standard-public-consultation
https://www.planvivo.org/biodiversity-standard-public-consultation
https://mailchi.mp/cd17cda65425/art-announces-stakeholder-consultation-for-trees-10358821?e=b6c6944d42
https://www.jpx.co.jp/english/corporate/news/news-releases/0060/20230131-01.html
https://www.jpx.co.jp/english/corporate/news/news-releases/0060/20230131-01.html
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• Indonesia’s partnership with the World Economic Forum (WEF) will help fund blue carbon 
projects that generate credits through wetland restoration. Australia subsequently 
contributed USD 2.1m in grant funding to develop Indonesian blue carbon projects.

• Interest in blue carbon has surged in recent months, and the WEF plans to facilitate 
partnerships with other countries. These projects can sequester more carbon per hectare 
than land-based projects, protect vital natural ecosystems, and generate credits that sell 
for a higher price than other nature restoration credits.

• Germany reaffirmed its net zero commitment at Davos, citing energy security as a key 
driver of the transition to renewable energy. Russia’s invasion of Ukraine led oil and gas 
prices to rise. Still, in the long run, countries will benefit from reducing their dependence 
on fossil fuels in favour of renewable energy and green hydrogen.

• The Natural Resources Defence Council supported a New Jersey law that provides tax 
credits for using carbon capture technology to manufacture low-carbon concrete for state 
projects, which would fund further development of the technology. Other governments 
may take similar approaches to reduce hard-to-abate emissions associated with concrete.

• Verra cautiously welcomed the US Commodity Futures Trading Commission’s efforts to 
reduce climate-related financial risks in commodity trading, including carbon markets. If 
new regulations make the climate-related risks of commodities more transparent, this 
could reduce price volatility, improve liquidity, and increase demand for green 
commodities as companies seek to reduce emissions.

4D. Public policy
Government action: analysis

Announcements from Germany and Indonesia at the World Economic Forum in Davos show that carbon credits and decarbonisation pathways remain important to 
governments’ longer-term strategies, increasing consensus this month. Proposed US regulation of climate risk in commodity markets shows an interest in managing 
climate-related financial risks more extensively, but consensus depends on how regulations are received among stakeholders.

Slight increase in consensus in the last month
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Audience Summary Trove 
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03-Jan-23 Comment
How state-owned companies can 
accelerate sustainability in the Middle 
East and North Africa

All

Reports that large Middle East and North African state-owned enterprises (SOEs) 
outperform regional peers on corporate climate action indicators despite their 
large emissions. Notes that these SOEs, however, must still accelerate their 
emission reduction pathways, such as by adopting SBTi-aligned net zero targets.

Low

06-Jan-23 Press 
Release

Recommendations for Collaboration 
Between the US and China on Methane 
Emissions

All

Highlights opportunities for international collaboration between the US and 
China to reduce methane emissions from key sources, like agriculture, 
wastewater, and waste. States that US-China discussions could lead to 
collaboration on remote sensing to identify and monitor methane hotspots.

Low

10-Jan-23 Comment RGGI is PA's Path Forward on Climate in 
2023 All

Recaps the progress towards Pennsylvania joining the multi-state RGGI* scheme. 
Highlights newly-elected Governor Josh Shapiro’s hesitant position (only 
promising a 'working group') and the court case holding up the Dept of 
Environmental Protection's regulation. Yet, the NRDC is confident that 
Pennsylvania will join.

Low

13-Jan-23 Press 
Release

What is the IMF's new climate fund and 
how does it work? All

Announces that the IMF has launched a new fund to help low and middle-income 
countries foster resilience against global crises such as climate change. Rwanda is 
the first African nation to receive funding, obtaining $319 million in longer-term, 
lower-cost financing while implementing a climate policy reform package.

Low

13-Jan-23 Comment
Skidmore Review: Government must 
prioritise pragmatic measures for 
businesses

All

Reacts to the publication of the UK’s Net Zero Review led by Chris Skidmore MP. 
States that it provides a good overview of progress towards the UK’s Net Zero 
ambition but there remains a long way to go. Recommends additional funding 
and tax incentives for SMEs.

Low

14-Jan-23 Comment The Bridgetown Initiative: here's 
everything you need to know All

Introduces the Bridgetown Initiative, a proposal to reform development finance 
to reduce the risk of future debt crises in developing countries due to natural 
disasters or other crisis events. One proposal is to suspend interest payments 
while a country is facing a crisis, like a storm or a pandemic.

Low

* The Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative, a cap-and-trade 
scheme currently compromise of 11 states in the Eastern US.

https://www.weforum.org/agenda/2023/01/state-owned-companies-accelerating-sustainability-in-the-middle-east-and-north-africa-davos2023/
https://www.weforum.org/agenda/2023/01/state-owned-companies-accelerating-sustainability-in-the-middle-east-and-north-africa-davos2023/
https://www.weforum.org/agenda/2023/01/state-owned-companies-accelerating-sustainability-in-the-middle-east-and-north-africa-davos2023/
https://www.wri.org/update/recommendations-collaboration-between-us-and-china-methane-emissions
https://www.wri.org/update/recommendations-collaboration-between-us-and-china-methane-emissions
https://www.wri.org/update/recommendations-collaboration-between-us-and-china-methane-emissions
https://www.nrdc.org/experts/mark-szybist/rggi-pennsylvanias-way-forward-2023
https://www.nrdc.org/experts/mark-szybist/rggi-pennsylvanias-way-forward-2023
https://www.weforum.org/agenda/2023/01/imf-resilience-and-sustainability-fund/
https://www.weforum.org/agenda/2023/01/imf-resilience-and-sustainability-fund/
https://www.britishchambers.org.uk/news/2023/01/skidmore-review-government-must-prioritise-pragmatic-measures-for-businesses
https://www.britishchambers.org.uk/news/2023/01/skidmore-review-government-must-prioritise-pragmatic-measures-for-businesses
https://www.britishchambers.org.uk/news/2023/01/skidmore-review-government-must-prioritise-pragmatic-measures-for-businesses
https://www.weforum.org/agenda/2023/01/barbados-bridgetown-initiative-climate-change/
https://www.weforum.org/agenda/2023/01/barbados-bridgetown-initiative-climate-change/
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15-Jan-23 Comment
Companies need long-term clarity from 
the UK Government to speed up their 
transition to net zero

All

Welcomes the independent UK Net Zero review led by Chris Skidmore MP, 
especially its emphasis on the economic opportunities for the UK. Emphasises
the need for long-term policy certainty from the UK government and greater 
public investment in innovation and infrastructure for the transition to Net Zero.

Low

16-Jan-23 Comment Verra Comments on CFTC RFI on 
Climate-Related Financial Risk All

Responds to US regulator's consultation on supervising climate-related risks
within commodities markets. Verra supports the enforcement of anti-fraud and 
manipulation rules, but argues that the Commodity Futures Trading Commission 
should only regulate derivatives (e.g. futures) trading, not spot trades.

Medium

18-Jan-23 Press 
Release

German Chancellor Scholz Lays Out 
Roadmap to Climate Neutrality by 2045 All

Reports Olaf Scholz' speech at Davos reaffirming Germany’s goal to attain 
climate neutrality (net zero emissions) by 2045. Highlights the government’s plan 
to transform its energy sector, including targets for 80% of electricity from 
renewables by 2030 and speeding up grid connections for renewables.

Medium

19-Jan-23 Press 
Release

World Economic Forum Signs 
Partnership with Indonesia on Blue 
Carbon to Support National Climate 
Goals

All

Unveils a novel partnership to coordinate private-sector funding for Indonesia’s 
ecosystem restoration and ocean conservation goals. As blue carbon is generated 
in coastal/ocean ecosystems such as mangrove forests and seagrasses; Indonesia 
is well-positioned to meet the growing demand for blue carbon credits.

Medium

19-Jan-23 Press 
Release

Report Launch: The State of Carbon 
Dioxide Removal All

Supports recently-published report on scaling up carbon dioxide removal (CDR) 
through developments in technology and policy. The report finds that the levels 
of CDR that countries are planning to deploy are insufficient to meet the 
temperature goals of the Paris agreement.

Low

19-Jan-23 Comment Next Steps on the US Journey Toward 
Industrial Decarbonization All

Highlights the Green Public Procurement Pledge, which calls on national 
governments to foster markets for low-emission construction materials through 
public procurement. It will promote standardised measurement and reporting,
and increased demand for near-zero-emission steel, cement and concrete.

Low

https://www.theclimategroup.org/our-work/news/companies-need-long-term-clarity-uk-government-speed-their-transition-net-zero
https://www.theclimategroup.org/our-work/news/companies-need-long-term-clarity-uk-government-speed-their-transition-net-zero
https://www.theclimategroup.org/our-work/news/companies-need-long-term-clarity-uk-government-speed-their-transition-net-zero
https://verra.org/verra-comments-on-cftc-rfi-on-climate-related-financial-risk/
https://verra.org/verra-comments-on-cftc-rfi-on-climate-related-financial-risk/
https://www.weforum.org/press/2023/01/german-chancellor-scholz-lays-out-roadmap-to-climate-neutrality-by-2045/
https://www.weforum.org/press/2023/01/german-chancellor-scholz-lays-out-roadmap-to-climate-neutrality-by-2045/
https://www.weforum.org/press/2023/01/world-economic-forum-signs-partnership-with-indonesia-on-blue-carbon-to-support-national-climate-goals/
https://www.weforum.org/press/2023/01/world-economic-forum-signs-partnership-with-indonesia-on-blue-carbon-to-support-national-climate-goals/
https://www.weforum.org/press/2023/01/world-economic-forum-signs-partnership-with-indonesia-on-blue-carbon-to-support-national-climate-goals/
https://www.weforum.org/press/2023/01/world-economic-forum-signs-partnership-with-indonesia-on-blue-carbon-to-support-national-climate-goals/
https://netzeroclimate.org/events/report-launch-the-state-of-carbon-dioxide-removal/
https://netzeroclimate.org/events/report-launch-the-state-of-carbon-dioxide-removal/
https://www.wri.org/insights/green-procurement-cement-steel
https://www.wri.org/insights/green-procurement-cement-steel
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24-Jan-23 Comment Climate Change Regulations: Bank 
Lending and Real Effects

Companies; 
Investors

Discusses the impact of climate-related prudential measures that divert funds 
from high-emitting activities. Penalties against financial institutions with the 
highest exposure could limit their ability to maintain investments in companies
in order to transition the 'real' economy to net zero.

Low

24-Jan-23 Report

The State of Climate Ambition: 
Snapshots for Least Developed 
Countries (LDCs) and Small Island 
Developing States (SIDS)

All

Launches a report on the performance of least developed countries and small 
island developing states on NDC status and readiness, assessing progress on key 
systems and architecture for NDC implementation. Highlights countries doing 
well on climate action that have ambitious and comprehensive NDCs, such as 
Bangladesh, Bhutan and Benin.

Low

24-Jan-23 Comment
Stand.earth on New York City 
Comptroller filing groundbreaking 
climate resolutions at major banks.

All

Comments on the resolutions filed by the New York City Comptroller, who 
manages the five New York City public pension funds, calling for those banks to 
set 2030 absolute emission reduction targets for energy clients. Resolutions were 
filed at Royal Bank of Canada, Bank of America, JP Morgan and Goldman Sachs. 
This approach stands in stark contrast to the approach of Republican-led public 
bodies in some US states, highlighting the US political discourse around ESG.

Low

24-Jan-23 Press 
Release

Ghana Begins Receiving Payments for 
Reducing Carbon Emissions in Forest 
Landscapes

All

Announces that Ghana is the second country in Africa to receive payments from 
the Forest Carbon Partnership Facility (FCPF), receiving $4.8 million in results-
based payments for reducing emissions reducing deforestation in cocoa-
producing areas. The programme reduced 1m tCO2 in a six-month period.

Low

31-Jan-23 Press 
Release

New Jersey Adopts First-Of-A-Kind Low 
Carbon Concrete Law All

Celebrates the signing of the Embodied Carbon Concrete Leadership Act into law, 
the first state-level approach in the US to reducing embodied carbon emissions in 
concrete. The policy focuses on public procurement; producers who supply 
concrete for state-funded projects in New Jersey receive tax credits if the 
concrete delivers quantifiable emission reductions.

Medium

https://blogs.worldbank.org/allaboutfinance/climate-change-regulations-bank-lending-and-real-effects
https://blogs.worldbank.org/allaboutfinance/climate-change-regulations-bank-lending-and-real-effects
https://www.undp.org/publications/state-climate-ambition-snapshots-least-developed-countries-ldcs-and-small-island-developing-states-sids
https://www.undp.org/publications/state-climate-ambition-snapshots-least-developed-countries-ldcs-and-small-island-developing-states-sids
https://www.undp.org/publications/state-climate-ambition-snapshots-least-developed-countries-ldcs-and-small-island-developing-states-sids
https://www.undp.org/publications/state-climate-ambition-snapshots-least-developed-countries-ldcs-and-small-island-developing-states-sids
https://stand.earth/press-releases/nyc-climate-resolutions-2023/
https://stand.earth/press-releases/nyc-climate-resolutions-2023/
https://stand.earth/press-releases/nyc-climate-resolutions-2023/
https://www.worldbank.org/en/news/press-release/2023/01/24/ghana-begins-receiving-payments-for-reducing-carbon-emissions-in-forest-landscapes
https://www.worldbank.org/en/news/press-release/2023/01/24/ghana-begins-receiving-payments-for-reducing-carbon-emissions-in-forest-landscapes
https://www.worldbank.org/en/news/press-release/2023/01/24/ghana-begins-receiving-payments-for-reducing-carbon-emissions-in-forest-landscapes
https://www.nrdc.org/experts/sasha-stashwick/new-jersey-adopts-first-kind-low-carbon-concrete-law
https://www.nrdc.org/experts/sasha-stashwick/new-jersey-adopts-first-kind-low-carbon-concrete-law
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